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CA Treasures and Accelerated Reader 

California Treasures includes two types of readers supported by AR: 

-Anthology/Student Book: Quizzes are part of the Other Reading Series quiz bank.  These 

quizzes aide in instruction and assessment but do NOT count for AR goals and points.  See the 

Treasures Anthology AR Quiz List (available at http://elemlibrary.chicousd.org.  Click on 

Renaissance Place Support then Accelerated Reader).  This requires setup on the teacher’s part in 

order to make these quizzes accessible to their class (see below).  

-Skill Based Leveled Readers: Quizzes are part of the regular Reading Practice quizzes that 

students normally take in AR.  Quizzes on these readers will count toward AR goals and 

points.  It is important to make sure students are quizzing on the correct Quiz # for the exact 

Leveled Reader they read (see notes below on Labeling Treasures for AR) and that they locate 

Leveled Reader quizzes by Quiz # and not by title.   See the Treasures Leveled Readers AR Quiz 

List (available at http://elemlibrary.chicousd.org.  Click on Renaissance Place Support then 

Accelerated Reader). 

Student Anthology 

Again, quizzes for selections in the Anthology/Student Book do not count for AR goals and 

points, but they do aide in assessing comprehension, etc.  

The teacher must add the Other Reading Series grade level textbook bank to their 
class.  Unfortunately, this step must be done by the teacher – we cannot do this 
automatically for the district or site.  To add the Other Reading Series grade level Treasures 
quizzes to your students’ test bank: 

-Go to Accelerated Reader – Preferences. 

- Click on Other Reading Series (under Classroom Preferences). 

-Make sure your class is selected and then click Edit Other Reading Series.  

-Scroll through the list on the right (click Next to advance) and locate all the Treasures 
quizzes and grade levels you want available to your students.   Click Add to add them to 
your list on the left.  Continue adding if needed. 

-Click Save when done. 

The student option has changed.  No longer is there an Other Reading Series quiz area – now the 

Anthology quizzes are searchable along with other AR quizzes.  It is especially important that 

students should search for the Anthology quizzes by Quiz #.  There are often multiple versions of 

the stories in the anthology, and you want to make sure your students find the quiz that matches 

the version in the anthology.  Refer to the attached Anthology Quiz List.  
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